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Abstract
A hot tear indicator based on the physics of solidification and deformation is presented. This indicator is
derived using available data from computer simulation of solidification and solid deformation. Hot tears
form when the mushy zone is starved of liquid feeding and deformed in tension. The unfed tensile
deformation causes a small additional porosity. A physical model based on a mass balance is developed
to find the additional porosity formed. This additional porosity or porosity due to solid deformation
(PSD) is a locator for initiation sites for hot tears in the casting, not a full tear predictor. Simulation
results for various “T” shaped steel castings show good agreement with previous experimental findings.
Reducing the strain in the casting and increasing the feeding of the junction are found to decrease the hot
tear tendency.
Introduction
Once hot tears occur in steel castings, they must be repaired by welding or the casting must be scrapped.
Considerable effort is spent to eliminate hot tears from castings. Hot tears are identified as cracks, either
on the surface or internally in the casting. These cracks may be large and visible to the naked eye or
small and found only by magnetic particle inspection. They are caused by a combination of thermal
effects, such as hot spot size, and casting restraint, such as cores in cylindrical castings [1]. In addition,
composition can affect hot tearing tendency [2]. Physically, two factors contribute to hot tearing in the
mushy zone. Hot tears are formed when the mushy zone is cut off from liquid feeding and is under
tensile loading [3].
Liquid feeding flows are induced by the contraction of liquid steel during cooling and shrinkage upon
solidification. The friction that the liquid experiences as it flows through the mush creates a significant
pressure drop, such that the pressure deep inside the mushy zone is close to vacuum. Such a vacuum can
also form inside a hot spot region, even if the solid fraction is still small. If the pressure is sufficiently
small, porosity can form. In steel, the amount of dissolved gases is typically very small. Therefore, any
porosity formation will signal that the feeding flow is cut off.
Mechanical loading, tensile or compressive, is caused by restrained thermal contraction. Restraint is the
consequence of cores, geometry constraints and other factors, which act to resist the movement of the
casting surface during solidification. To accommodate the restraint of a surface, mechanical strains are
generated inside the casting. It is these mechanical strains, and not the thermal strain, that can transmit
the compressive or tensile loads. In the mushy zone, the individual solid and liquid phases are
incompressible but the mixture is compressible, as noted by Martin et al. [4]. In compression, liquid is
squeezed out. In tension, liquid may be sucked in. If liquid is not available under tensile loading, due to
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the feeding flow being cut off, additional porosity may form. This porosity forms late in solidification
along grain boundaries. This porosity is the initiation site for a hot tear and is referred to in this study as
porosity due to solid deformation (PSD).
Experimental work by the Steel Founders’ Society of America (SFSA) [5] demonstrated the effect of
casting design on hot tearing. By changing various section lengths and thicknesses of a “T” shaped steel
casting, the effects of variation in hot spot size and strain on hot tearing was investigated. It was
concluded that hot tears could be avoided by using filleted corners, smaller section size transitions, and
an unrestrained casting and gating layout. These methods enhance liquid feeding and reduce the tensile
strain in the casting.
Numerous hot tear indicators have been reported in the literature. One of the most recent, physically
based indicators is the RDG criterion developed by Rappaz et al. [3]. The RDG criterion is derived
using a mass balance on a solidifying mushy zone. The mass balance is solved for the maximum
sustainable strain rate. This is the strain rate beyond which cavitation, or porosity formation, occurs. The
authors show that this criterion agrees with the well-known “ / curves” for hot tearing from
phenomenological models and experimental results. These “ / curves” are graphs of certain hot tear
criteria against solute concentration. A peak is observed at a composition close to the maximum freezing
range of an alloy. The model is developed using a one-dimensional domain, across the mushy zone, and
is thus not immediately applicable to three-dimensional situations. The RDG criterion also is sensitive to
the definition of the coherency temperature, i.e. the temperature at which the dendritic network can
transmit stresses. In continuous casting, this criterion is useful because the strain rate is directly related
to the casting speed. However, it is not clear how the RDG criterion can be applied to shaped castings.
Mo et al. [6] recently developed a two-phase model for hot tearing, where the energy, liquid and solid
momentum, and continuity equations are solved simultaneously. Similar to the RDG criterion, a hot tear
criterion based on the liquid pressure drop is used. However, this model also has limitations because
porosity formation is not considered. The authors demonstrate the sensitivity of the liquid pressure drop
to strain rate, solid to liquid velocity coupling, solid constitutive equations, etc.
In the following section, the present hot tear indicator for shaped steel castings is developed, and the
method used for calculating the indicator as part of a casting simulation is described. Then, the “T”
shaped castings from the SFSA experiments [5] are simulated. The simulation results are compared to
the measurements. Also, the effect of feeding a hot spot on hot tearing is demonstrated.
Method
The present hot tear indicator is calculated from the results of relatively standard casting simulations in a
two-step process. As a first step, the equations for energy, liquid momentum, continuity, and gas species
are solved using the commercial software package MAGMAsoft. Second, the MAGMAstress module,
which uses temperature results from the first simulation, is employed to model the deformation. The
results from both of these simulations are then used to form the present hot tear indicator. The advantage
of this methodology is that it is straightforward for industry to implement using available simulation
technology. The disadvantage is that it is only an approximate solution to this coupled problem.
The solution in the first step is based on the multi-phase model for porosity formation developed by
Carlson et al. [7] and implemented within MAGMAsoft. This model calculates the porosity due to
volume changes, but considers feeding by the liquid phase only. The solid is assumed to be rigid and
stationary.
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The stress analysis in the second step is based on a standard small-strain, thermo-elastic formulation that
considers both the metal and the mold. The liquid phase is assigned an arbitrarily low elastic modulus.
For the mushy zone, certain mixture properties are assumed. The temperature solution found in the first
step is used to calculate the thermal strain. This simulation yields the stresses and the thermal and elastic
strains and strain rates in the solidifying casting geometry.
The above two-step method decouples the liquid and solid phase movements inside the mushy zone. In
the first step, any effect that solid deformation may have on the flow of the liquid in the mush and on the
formation of porosity is neglected. In the second step, liquid flows and porosity formation are not
considered when calculating the solid deformation. The coupling of all of these effects can be better
understood by examining the complete statement of continuity or mass balance for the mushy zone. The
mush is considered to be a mixture of three phases: solid metal (s), liquid metal (l), and porosity (p),
such that the volume fractions add up to unity, i.e., f s  f l  f p 1. The volume averaged mixture
continuity equation is then given by

w
f s U s  f l U l  f p U p    f s U s v s  f l Ul vl  f p U p v p
wt

0

(1)

where t , U and v are time, density and velocity, respectively. Note that the densities of the three phases
are all different. Hence, Eq. (1) states that changes in the volume fractions of any of the three phases
inside a control volume can be balanced by mass fluxes of any of the three phases in or out of the
control volume. If the phase volume fractions do not change, solid deformation ( v s z 0 ) can be
accommodated by flow of liquid. This full coupling of all effects cannot be accounted for with the
present two-step solution procedure.
In order to make progress, the above mixture continuity equation is split into two parts: one that is
solved as part of the porosity model of the first step, and another one that only accounts for porosity
formation due to solid deformation. This split is accomplished by defining the total pore fraction to
consist of two components:
fp

f pl  f ps

(2)

The first component, f pl , is referred to as porosity or original porosity and includes all contributions due
to shrinkage and flow of liquid. The second component, f ps , is referred to as additional porosity or
porosity due to the solid deformation (PSD) and includes only contributions due to movement of solid.
PSD is thus the porosity that is created or destroyed by solid deformation. It is this additional porosity
that constitutes potential initiation sites for hot tears.
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and neglecting the terms associated with the pore density (i.e.,
f p U p v p 0 and f p U p 0 ), Eq. (1) is rearranged as follows

w
f s U s  U l  U l  f pl U l    f l U l v l
wt

w s
f p Ul    f s U svs
wt

(3)

A decoupling is now introduced by setting both sides of Eq. (3) equal to zero. The left side of Eq. (3),
equal to zero, is the mixture continuity equation if the solid phase is assumed to be rigid and stationary;
this continuity equation is solved for f pl as part of the multi-phase model for porosity formation in step
one of the present solution procedure. Setting the left side equal to zero requires a balance between the
additional porosity f ps and the solid mass flux on the right side of Eq. (3). The consequence of this
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decoupling is that the solid deformation in the mushy zone has no effect other than to create or destroy
additional porosity, i.e., solid deformation cannot squeeze out or pull in liquid. This decoupling is
believed to be a good approximation for steel castings because hot tears form only when the liquid
feeding flow is already cut off.
Setting the left side of Eq. (3) equal to zero and assuming, as a first approximation, that the liquid and
solid metal densities are constant, yields
w s
fp
wt

Us
  fsvs
Ul

(4)

Equation (4) must be integrated to find the porosity due to solid deformation. The integration is started
at the point in time when the porosity increases from zero, i.e. f pl ! 0. This time indicates when the
liquid feeding is cut off and the pressure is low enough to form a pore. When liquid feeding is still
available, solid deformation is not expected to create any porosity. The integration is stopped at the point
in time when the mush is locally solidified, i.e. T  Ts . Further crack growth and propagation in the fully
solidified material are not modeled by this approach. Using these integration limits, Eq. (4) becomes

Us
Ul

f ps

PSD

³

T Ts
f pl ! 0

  f s v s dt

(5)

Equation (5) states that the local solid dilatation, after liquid feeding is cut off, will cause PSD
formation. The local solid dilatation rate is found from the stress analysis in the second step of the
present solution procedure. As noted in the Introduction, the thermal contractions of the mushy zone do
not contribute to the deformation of the solid, but only to liquid feeding. Therefore, only the mechanical
strains and strain rates are used in the calculation of PSD. The solid velocity multiplied by the solid
fraction is known as the superficial velocity. As a first approximation, the divergence of this superficial
velocity is identified with the trace of the mechanical strain rate tensor, i.e.,
  f svs

trace H m

H xxm  H yym  H zzm

(6)

The superscript m denotes that only the mechanical contribution of the strain is used. Substituting Eq.
(6) into Eq. (5), the final expression for PSD is given by
PSD

f ps

Us
Ul

³ >H
T Ts

f pl ! 0

m
xx

@

 H yym  H zzm dt

(7)

It is emphasized that the PSD found through Eq. (7) provides only an indication for the initiation of hot
tears in the mushy zone. It does not predict tear or crack growth and the extent of a hot tear in the
solidified casting at room temperature. The appearance of a crack can change the course of stress
development in the casting during cooling. For example, if a hot tear develops at a certain location in a
casting, stresses may be relieved and hot tears may not appear in other areas of the casting. However, the
PSD indicator given by Eq. (7) can provide the initiation sites for hot tears, and the locations with the
greatest relative PSD percentages can be expected to have the greatest potential for hot tears.
The standard MAGMAstress module is used in the present study to calculate the mechanical strain rates
for use in Eq. (7). This module requires the specification of the thermal expansion coefficient and the
mechanical properties as a function of temperature throughout the casting process. Here, only the
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properties for the mush are discussed. The thermal expansion coefficient is found using the mixture
density, U f s U s  1  f s U l , where the individual phase densities and the solid fraction are given as a
function of temperature. The relationship between the density and the thermal expansion coefficient is

D



1 wU
U wT

(8)

The elastic modulus for the mush is assumed to obey a law of mixtures such that E f s E s , where E s is
the elastic modulus at the temperature Ts (100% solid). In other words, the mush is assumed to behave
like a sponge where the solid provides the stiffness and the liquid is allowed to flow in or out. As the
solid fraction approaches zero and in the fully liquid, a small minimum value for E is used to avoid
singularities in the stress calculations. The Poisson ratio for the mush is assumed to be the same as for
the fully solid.
Simulation Setup
The present hot tear indicator is validated using the “T” shaped steel casting experiments of Ref. [5].
The composition of the steel was 0.23% carbon, 0.5% silicon, 0.6% manganese, 0.028% sulfur, and
0.016% phosphorus. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the casting geometry. The two ends of the arm were
mechanically fixed in the mold, resulting in a zero displacement condition at the ends. Due to the
contractions during cooling of the casting, this creates a large amount of thermal strain in the arm. The
strain is concentrated in the center of the arm (i.e., at the mid-length) by the addition of the leg. The leg
creates an unfed hot spot in the center of the “T”, such that any hot tears would be expected at that
location. In all cases, the thickness of the “T” was 1.0” (2.54 cm).
1” (2.54cm)
26” (66 cm) & 36” (91.44 cm)

C
Fixed

Fixed
Arm
4” (10.1 cm)

Leg
E
Gating

Figure 1: Schematic of "T" shaped casting [5].
Nine “T” shaped castings were simulated with the following changes in the geometry. The arm length
was either 26” (66.04 cm) or 36” (91.44 cm); lengthening the arm increases the amount of strain in the
hot spot region. The arm width, dimension ‘C’ in Fig. 1, was increased from 0.5” (1.27 cm) to 1.0” (2.54
cm) and then to 2.0” (5.08 cm); this increases the strength of the arm by providing more material to tear.
The leg width, dimension ‘E’ in Fig. 1, was increased from 1.0” (2.54 cm) to 2.0” (5.08 cm); this
increases the hot spot size at the junction. These geometry changes constitute a total of eight test cases,
as summarized in Table I. An additional test case was created by placing a riser on top of the leg section
of test casting 8 (see Table I); this ninth case illustrates the effect of feeding on hot tearing.
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Table I. Summary of hot tearing predictions and experimental results for the “T” shaped
steel castings of Ref. [5].
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
8b
9b

Arm Length
Arm Width ‘C’
Leg Width ‘E’
26” (66 cm)
0.5” (1.27 cm)
1.0” (2.54 cm)
26” (66 cm)
0.5” (1.27 cm)
2.0” (5.08 cm)
26” (66 cm)
1.0” (2.54 cm)
1.0” (2.54 cm)
26” (66 cm)
1.0” (2.54 cm)
2.0” (5.08 cm)
26” (66 cm)
2.0” (5.08 cm)
1.0” (2.54 cm)
26” (66 cm)
2.0” (5.08 cm)
2.0” (5.08 cm)
36” (91.4 cm) 1.0” (2.54 cm)
1.0” (2.54 cm)
36” (91.4 cm) 1.0” (2.54 cm)
2.0” (2.54 cm)
36” (91.4 cm) 1.0” (2.54 cm)
2.0” (2.54 cm) w/Riser
Using Coherency Temperature Integration Limit
36” (91.4 cm) 1.0” (2.54 cm)
2.0” (2.54 cm)
36” (91.4 cm) 1.0” (2.54 cm)
2.0” (2.54 cm) w/Riser

PSD Average
2.247%
1.724%
0.742%
1.334%
0.762%
1.087%
0.923%
1.530%
0.780%

Casting Result [5]
Heavy Tear
Tears
Untorn
Untorn
Untorn
Untorn
Untorn
Heavy Tear

1.589%
1.564%

Figure 2 shows the casting simulation geometry for the three cases with a 36” (91.44 cm) arm length
(cases 7 to 9). The castings were gated at the end of the leg section using a runner that was 0.5” (1.27
cm) thick and 1” (2.54 cm) wide. At the end of the runner, a small riser, 2” (5.08 cm) in diameter, was
used to affect the filling of the mold and create a connection to the atmosphere surrounding the sand
mold. The runner freezes off within a short time after filling, such that the riser at the end of the runner
plays no role in the feeding of the “T” section. The riser on top of the leg in case 9 (Fig. 2c) is, however,
intended to feed the hot spot at the center of the “T” section.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Casting and gating geometry for a 36” (91.44 cm) bar length and leg widths of
(a) 1.0” (2.54 cm), (b) 2.0” (5.08 cm), (c) 2.0” (5.08) with riser.
Results and Discussion
An example of a predicted porosity distribution from the first step of the present simulation
methodology is shown in Fig. 3. This porosity, denoted as f pl in the method section, is solely due to
solidification shrinkage and the lack of feeding. As expected, a large amount of porosity, up to about
30%, can be observed in the leg section at the location of the hot spot. In addition, strong centerline
porosity is present throughout the arm. Recall that the local time when this porosity starts to form during
solidification constitutes the lower integration limit for calculation of the present hot tear indicator, PSD,
as given by Eq. (7). In the following, the calculated PSD results are presented for each of the cases in
Table I and compared to the corresponding casting experiments from Ref. [5].
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Figure 3: Predicted distribution of porosity, f pl , neglecting solid deformation.
Effect of Geometry Changes
Example casting results are provided in Fig. 4 for cases 7 and 8. The photograph shows that a heavy hot
tear developed in the hot spot of the casting with the larger leg width (case 8, top), while the casting with
the smaller leg width (case 7, bottom) is untorn. The formation of the hot tear can explained by the fact
that the large leg in case 8 keeps the center section partially liquid for a longer time than in case 7.
During this time, the arm experiences a large strain at the location of the hot spot, which leads to the hot
tear.

Figure 4: Example casting trial results for a 36” (91.44 cm) arm length and 1.0” (2.54
cm) arm width; the casting at the top with a leg width of 2.0” (5.08 cm) shows a heavy
tear, while the casting at the bottom with a leg width of 1.0” (2.54 cm) is untorn [5].
The corresponding simulation results for cases 7 and 8 are shown in Fig. 5. This figure is an x-ray view
showing only indications of PSD that are 0.5% and greater, cut at mid-plane. The scale in the figure is 0
- 6% PSD. It can be seen that for case 8 (Fig. 5a) a large region of PSD is predicted at the location of the
hot tear in the corresponding casting experiment (Fig. 4). Figure 5b shows that a region of PSD is also
predicted for case 7, but the PSD values are much smaller than in case 8. This indicates that lower PSD
values do not lead to hot tears. Note that the PSD indications will not look like the final hot tear from the
experiment. This is because PSD is only an initiation site locator for hot tears and not a crack prediction.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5: Predicted PSD distribution for a 36” (91.44 cm) arm length and 1.0” (2.54 cm)
arm width, with 2.0” (5.08 cm) (a) and 1.0” (2.54 cm) (b) wide legs; the two x-ray views
are cuts at the mid-plane and only show PSD percentages greater than 0.5%.
In order to characterize and rank the PSD predictions for each simulation, an average PSD value is
calculated by integrating all PSD values above 0.5% over the entire casting. Thus, only the PSD values
visible in the x-ray views of Fig. 5 (and similar figures for the other cases) are used in forming the
average. Table I provides the average PSD values for all cases. It can be seen that PSD averages above
approximately 1.5% correspond to castings with hot tears, while for PSD averages below that value no
hot tears were observed in the casting experiments. It is emphasized that the actual magnitude of the
PSD average has no physical significance; only their relative values are of importance here. As shown in
Table I, there are three castings that showed hot tears. Two of the castings (cases 1 and 2) have the
smallest arm width of 0.5” (1.27 cm). The small arm width causes the accumulated strain to be larger
than in the other cases. Ultimately, the arms with the smaller cross section will yield more easily and
form a crack. The third casting that tore in the experiments was case 8 with the longest arm length (and
intermediate arm width) and largest leg width. As mentioned before, the long arm length causes a large
strain, while the large leg width increases the hot spot size and thus the time over which the critical area
is vulnerable to hot tearing. All of these effects appear to be captured by the present hot tear indicator.
Effect of Feeding
Cases 8 and 9 illustrate the effect of feeding on the PSD predictions. In case 9, a riser is added on top of
the 2.0” wide leg of case 8 (see Fig. 2). The resulting PSD predictions are compared in Figs. 6a (case 8)
and 6c (case 9). As expected, the feeding of the hot spot area by the riser significantly reduces the PSD
predictions relative to the case without a riser. The present hot tear indicator can predict this effect
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because the strain rates are only integrated when the feeding flow is cut off (i.e., f pl ! 0 ). Table I shows
that the average PSD value due to the addition of the riser decreases from 1.53% to 0.78%.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Comparison of predicted PSD distributions for: (a) case 8, (b) case 8b, (c) case
9, and (d) case 9b; cases 8b and 9b (right panels) use a coherency temperature integration
limit that does not consider liquid feeding; cases 9 and 9b (lower panels) use a riser on
top of the leg section as indicated by the circle; all four x-ray views are cuts at the midplane and only show PSD percentages greater than 0.5%.
To further demonstrate the importance of including the feeding effect in the present hot tear prediction,
another two simulations (cases 8b and 9b) were performed where the lower integration limit in Eq. (7)
(i.e., f pl ! 0 ) was replaced by a limit that is based on a critical mush coherency temperature. The new
lower integration limit is the time at which the local temperature reaches the coherency temperature, i.e.,
T  Tcoherent , regardless of the availability of liquid feeding. The coherency temperature is defined here
as the temperature where the solid fraction is equal to 0.82; it can be expected that approximately at this
solid fraction the dendritic network begins to transmit stresses [3]. By changing the integration limit as
described above, the strain rate may be integrated when feeding is still available and the hot tear may be
healed; furthermore, integration will not start until the coherency temperature is reached even if feeding
is already cut off. Figure 6 shows that the change in the lower integration limit has little effect on the
PSD predictions in the absence of the riser (compare Figs. 6a and 6b). This simply indicates that in the
absence of the riser the time at which the coherency temperature is reached is approximately the same as
the time when porosity starts to form. On the other hand, in the presence of the riser (case 9), the change
in the lower integration limit has a large effect on the PSD predictions (compare Figs. 6c and 6d). When
using the lower integration limit based on the coherency temperature, the PSD predictions are relatively
unchanged by the addition of the riser (compare Figs. 6b and 6d). The average PSD values in Table I
further support the above observations. The average PSD for cases 8b and 9b with the coherency
temperature integration limit are of the same magnitude, indicating that the presence of feeding is not
taken into account when using this integration limit. Thus, incorporating liquid metal feeding into the
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hot tear indicator, through the use of the f pl ! 0 integration limit, is of great importance. Certainly, a
more detailed consideration of the mechanical behavior of the mush and the mush coherency is
nonetheless warranted for future studies.
Conclusions
A new hot tear indicator, PSD, based on a continuity approach is introduced. The PSD indicator is the
integration of the volumetric mechanical strain rate after liquid metal feeding is cut off. The PSD
indications are initiation sites for hot tears. PSD is demonstrated to be sensitive to some known factors
affecting hot tearing. The indications increase for increasing strain and unfed hot spots.
This indicator can be used in defect analysis for simulated casting geometries and careful attention
should be paid to regions containing significant PSD. This porosity due to solid deformation is a
physically sensible explanation for hot tears and may lead to a development of a reasonable prediction of
hot tearing of castings.
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